1. INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
Q1.First Country to pass Law to criminalize the Marital Rape is:
A) India
B) The United States of America
C) Poland
D) Australia
Q2.Find the incorrect statement about the proposed National Manufacturing
Policy
A) Aims to develop alternatives to banks to improve access to capital
B) Aims to set a clear vision for the role of industry in the development of the
economy
C) Aim for higher job creation in the formal sector
D) Quality and quantity to be given importance over brand-building

Q3: The Code on Wages Bill proposed by the Union government,
1. fixes a single national level minimum wage for the whole country
2. The state governments only can decide on minimum wages
A) Only1 B) Only 2 C) 1&2 D) None
Q4.Assertion A: Death toll in case of ICF railway coach accident is high compared
to LHB
Reason R: ICF coaches have anti-climbing and anti-capsizing features compared to
LHB
A) Both A&R are correct and R is correct explanation
B) Both are correct bit R is not correct explanation
C) A is correct R is wrong
D) A is wrong, R is right
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1. INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
Q5.What is main functions of National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority?
1. It no need to monitor decontrolled drugs
2. It will recover overcharged amounts by manufacturers from consumers in
case or regulated drugs
3. It decides prices of controlled bulk drugs
A)1,2 B)2,3 C)1,3 D)1,2&3
Q6.Spice board of India is
A) To encourage spices cultivation by providing timely loans
B) For the development and worldwide promotion of Indian spices
C) To spread the spices cultivation to all over India
D) All

Q7.Recently created task force on employment data is under
A) Labor bureau
B) Department of employment generation
C) Chairman, NITI Aayog
D) All

Q8.which of the below industries are in core sector of India?
A) electricity, steel, crude oil, textiles
B) Electricity, steel, coal, textiles
C) Electricity, fertilizers, coal, textiles
D) Electricity, steel, coal, natural gas

Q9. Below statements are about index of industrial production (IIP)
1. It is compiled by central statistical organization (CSO)
2. It's value used in the calculation of GDP
3. Maximum weightage in IIP is for manufacturing goods
Choose the correct statements
A) Only 1&2 B) only 2&3 C) only 1&3 D) 1, 2&3
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